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India’s growth over the past decade has led to economic progress and dramatic urbanization. India’s continued 
economic development depends on providing more affordable, clean, and reliable energy and lessening the 
strain on current supplies, presenting an opportunity to real estate developers who can lock in energy and cost 
savings by building green. Investing in energy efficiency across India’s urban areas is key considering that cities 

contribute about 62 percent of Gdp in India, which is likely to increase to 75 percent by 2021.1 Further, India’s 
building stock is expected to triple in the next 17 years as part of the urbanization process.2 Building greener now 
before floor space triples is necessary to save significant costs and energy and avoid expensive retrofits later on. 

India has shown leadership in developing efficient buildings, increasing its green floor area from just 20,000 
square feet in 2004 to more than 1.35 billion square feet in 2013.3 to move the rest of the market, India has taken 
an important step by creating an energy Conservation Building Code (eCBC), which contemplates incorporation 
of efficient technologies, materials, and construction techniques into new and renovated commercial buildings 
(potentially also including high-rise residential buildings). Buildings that comply with the eCBC may be up to 
60 percent more efficient than standard buildings in India.4 states are at various stages of implementing the eCBC 
to raise minimum efficiency, and both public and private stakeholders are offering unique incentives to encourage 
building green and make efficiency pay for developers.

as our recent issue brief, Building Efficient Cities: Strengthening the Indian Real Estate Market Through Codes and 
Incentives, makes clear, most developers encounter common barriers to building green. However, solutions and 
incentives exist to overcome most barriers, enabling developers to take advantage of energy efficiency’s savings and 
benefits and construct green cities across India. Government officials—from central to state and local levels—can 
and should work with real estate developers to develop policy and regulatory incentives, and effective compliance 
mechanisms, to shift India’s buildings market toward cost-saving, energy efficient buildings.5 

The country must adopt widespread efficiency measures 
in buildings in the near term to protect India’s economic 
growth, energy security and climate.

n  Growing energy needs to fuel the country’s development 
in urban and rural areas: India is currently the fourth-
largest consumer of energy in the world.6 If the country’s 
average annual growth is to meet its target rate of eight 
percent through 2017, India must increase its production 
of commercial energy by nearly 41 percent over its 2012 
level.7 India plans to accomplish this by adding more than 
88 GW of generating capacity by 2017, 79 percent of which 
is expected to be from coal- or lignite-fired sources.8 

n  Energy security is threatened by the widening gap 
between coal supply and demand: The country’s planned 
energy expansion cannot and should not be met by 
limited coal supplies that are now more difficult to extract. 
Further, without improved reliability of electricity, India 
will continue to rely in part on diesel back-up generators 
during power cuts, which are dirty and expensive to 
run.9 There are significant opportunities to save energy 

and therefore increase energy security by scaling energy 
efficient construction of new and existing buildings across 
Indian cities. 

n  Building energy use causes significant climate impacts 
and is growing rapidly: Commercial buildings cause a 
significant portion of India’s rising carbon emissions, while 
climate change poses significant threats to the population. 
Commercial buildings consumed nearly 90 terawatt-hours 
of electricity in 2010, which will increase significantly if 
floor area triples by 2030 as projected.10 India’s commercial 
buildings are responsible for emitting nearly 78 million 
tons of carbon dioxide annually.11

Ensuring that India’s buildings are energy efficient is a cost-
effective option with both economic and environmental 
benefits. McKinsey & Company values the global building 
efficiency opportunity at more than Rs. 41 lakh crore 
($700 billion) by 2030 and estimates that India could save 
nearly Rs. 83,000 crore ($14 billion) per year by investing in 
energy efficiency—an amount equal to current spending on 
health and education combined.12 

IndIan CItIes’ uRGent need FoR  
eFFICIent BuIldInGs
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Building Spotlight: Infosys

Infosys, a global consulting and technology firm, was awarded 
the leed India ‘platinum’ rating by the IGBC for its software 
development Block 1 (sdB 1) building in Hyderabad, andhra 
Pradesh. The SDB 1 uses innovative radiant-cooling technology—
the first in a commercial building in India—thereby setting higher 
standards for energy efficiency in Indian building systems design. 
It was built using a holistic approach to sustainability in five 
key areas: sustainable site development, water savings, energy 
efficiency, materials selection and indoor environmental quality. 

 ReBAteS on PRoPeRty PRemIumS And tAxeS
A number of municipal corporations are beginning to offer 
tax and premium rebates for buildings that meet certain 
minimum conditions under existing rating programs. For 
example, the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 
(PCMC) in Maharashtra, has made a conscious effort to 
optimize resources in the built environment through the 
GRIHA platform. The PCMC offers rebates on premiums 
paid by developers and also offers property tax discounts 
based on the number of stars the building achieves through 
GRIHA certification. Other cities in the state of Maharashtra, 
including Nashik and Navi Mumbai, are developing property 
tax-based incentives for green buildings too. 

Building Spotlight: Ganga Skies

the residential project Ganga skies by Goel Ganga developers 
in pimpri Chinchwad, Maharashtra received a 3-star provisional 
certification of GRIHA. At the project’s early stages, GRIHA 
helped the project to achieve energy efficiency savings through 
the overall construction process, material waste reduction 
and resource efficiency, reducing costs by eight percent. The 
Ganga Skies project benefited from the developer premium and 
property tax rebates offered by the pCMC. 

The following incentive mechanisms and opportunities 
can help developers overcome barriers to building green to 
achieve higher levels of energy efficiency, locking in cost and 
energy savings.

BuIldInG RAtInG SyStemS
Building rating systems recognize newly constructed or 
retrofitted buildings that achieve high levels of energy 
efficiency. In addition to lower operating costs and other 
benefits, as highlighted in our case study Saving Money & 
Energy: Case Study of the Energy Efficiency Retrofit of the 
Godrej Bhavan Building in Mumbai, building efficiency 
champions benefit from the brand recognition, leadership, 
and market competitiveness that come with such ratings.13 
The number of certified green buildings in India has 
exploded over the past four years, from ten million square 
feet of green certified buildings to more than 1.35 billion 
square feet.14 
  The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) 
awards the Green Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment 
(GRIHA) certification, a five-star rating system based on a 
building’s various sustainability features.15 The Indian Green 
Building Council (IGBC) awards the Leadership in Energy 
& Environmental Design (LEED) India certification, which 
range from “Certified” to “Platinum” based on efficient 
features.16 Both GRIHA and LEED require third-party 
verification before certification—a critical component to 
ensure efficiency savings and thereby maximize the potential 
benefits of these ratings programs. The Bureau of Energy 
Efficiency (BEE) also issues a five-star rating system based 
on the actual performance of a building, normalized for its 
operational use and climatic zone.17 

n  Looking ahead: Building ratings programs need to 
undergo continuous improvement to keep rewarding 
higher caliber buildings. Better verification after the 
building is completed to measure actual energy savings 
and ensure compliance with certification requirements 
would also strengthen the rating system. Finally, ratings 
programs should push to increase participation by a 
broader segment of India’s real estate market beyond 
the current market leaders and champions to increase 
the proportion of building stock that meets these high 
standards.

sHIFtInG tHe MaRKet: InCentIVes aVaIlaBle 
to IndIan Real estate deVelopeRs 

tHe InFosys sdB 1 BuIldInG In HydeRaBad, andHRa pRadesH,  
Rated leed IndIa ‘platInuM.’
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Building Spotlight: mahindra towers

The Mahindra Towers office building in Mumbai successfully 
worked with an ESCO to complete an energy efficiency retrofit 
focused on its lighting system. As a result of the retrofit, Mahindra 
towers reduced its monthly power consumption by 10 percent, 
saving 470,403 kilowatt-hours (kWh) per year and Rs. 40,09,965 
($67,952) from March 2009 to March 2010. With an initial 
investment of Rs. 15,90,000 ($26,944) for the retrofit, Mahindra 
towers had an impressive payback period of less than half a year. 
The Mahindra Towers retrofit demonstrates how working with an 
ESCO to implement energy efficient measures is practical and 
profitable in India’s rapidly transforming building market and 
provides replicable practices for cost and energy savings.19

n Looking ahead: Municipal governments across India 
can offer similar rebates to lock in energy savings, reducing 
energy demand as urbanization continues. Participating 
cities can also consider expanding the program by increasing 
the types of buildings eligible for these premiums and 
property tax rebates to diversify the landscape of efficient 
buildings. 

 eneRGy SeRvICe ComPAnIeS
Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) help building owners 
develop and finance energy saving projects, frequently by 
paying for the energy upgrades upfront. For a fixed long-term 
time period, the owner then pays the ESCO for their energy, 
often capped at their pre-retrofit costs, and the ESCO pays 
the utility for the energy actually used. Because of the energy 
savings of the project, the ESCO can use the difference to 
pay for the financing of the project and make a profit while 
removing the barrier of efficiency’s high upfront cost for 
building owners.

Although Indian ESCOs have successfully implemented 
some energy efficiency improvement projects, the ESCO 
market has yet to take off in India, due, in part, to the weak 
legal framework for contracts enforcement.18 Although 
involvement by the Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) has 
helped to support ESCOs, they have not yet been able to 
significantly penetrate the market. 

n Looking ahead: Increasing awareness among developers 
and companies of the benefits of the ESCO model and how 
it can support a building’s construction or retrofit, and 
even take on some of the payback risk, would expand the 
network and reach of ESCOs. A well-defined, standardized, 
transparent EPC contract format would help boost ESCO 
operations and promote full-service financing models that 
include lenders, equipment manufacturing and installation, 
and energy saving monitoring and verification. 

Snapshot: Success of the eSCo model Internationally

despite a slow start in India, esCos have been successful in 
encouraging efficiency in other countries such as the United 
states, where esCos have annual revenues of $3.6 billion.20 In 
China, aggressive efficiency goals have allowed for five times the 
number of esCos as the u.s., many of which are subsidiaries 
of firms in the US and Europe.21 esCos in Brazil tend to be 
small or medium sized engineering or consultancy firms, and 
typically focus on lighting retrofits.22 esCos typically target the 
commercial sector, but have recently entered the industrial 
sector. 

FlooR SPACe Index AllowAnCeS
Many states in India and other municipalities around the 
world have limits on the Floor Space Index (FSI) or Floor-Area 
Ratio (FAR), a measure of the built-up floor area of a building 
relative to the size of the plot it is built on. In some areas, 
high costs can be paid to exceed this limit. To incentivize 
developers to build green, a portion of this extra FSI is given 
to developers of efficient buildings for no cost, increasing the 
value of their properties.23 

The Noida region outside Delhi allows GRIHA-certified 
gold or platinum (4 or 5 star) rated buildings that have plots 
exceeding 3,000 sq. meters to exceed the FSI limit by one 
to five percent.24 Similarly, the city of Bhubaneshwar and 
states of Punjab and Kerala have announced additional or 
free FSI allowances for buildings that meet a stipulated 
minimum green building rating.25 In Pune, the Municipal 
Corporation offered buildings with qualifying solar or wind 
power equipment two additional FSI or a discount of 50 
percent on paid FSI, although this program has since been 
discontinued.26

MaHIndRa toWeRs post-RetRoFIt.
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n Looking ahead: City and state governments implementing 
the FSI need to promote a better understanding of its 
benefits and mechanics to encourage more developers 
to take advantage of the program. Officials should also 
strengthen the FSI and make the program more attractive 
by addressing the barriers developers have encountered to 
date. For example, Noida authority rules mandate a ratio 
of parking spaces that correlates with the constructed FSI. 
Since excavating for parking can add more cost than the free 
added FSI is worth, it is currently not always profitable to take 
advantage of this incentive.

A Closer look at FSI’s Potential Savings

An FSI of x indicates that the total floor area of a building is x 
times the gross area of the plot on which it is constructed. In 
Noida, efficient building projects can currently qualify for an FSI 
of 3.5 (up from the base FsI of 2.75).

therefore, calculating the extra free 5 percent of permissible 
FsI, developers would get an additional FsI of 0.05*3.5 = 0.175 
for green building design. depending on the property value of 
floor space in different locations, this multiplier translates into 
increased revenues from either selling or renting floor space.

taking the smallest eligible plot as a conservative estimate, 
green builders now get 875 sq. meters (9,418.42 sq. feet) of 
additional floor space for free.27 the price of a square foot of 
floor area ranges from Rs. 2,000 to Rs. 12,000 in Noida, which 
means builders can garner additional revenues ranging from 1.8 
crore to 11.3 crore ($292,000 to $1.8 million).28

SPeCIAl eConomIC ZoneS
In 2000, India announced its Special Economic Zones 
(SEZs) policy, creating geographical regions dedicated to 
providing world-class commercial and manufacturing 
infrastructure and attracting larger foreign investments 
in India to encourage Indian exports. SEZs are designated 
duty-free enclaves, and are deemed foreign territories for the 
purpose of trade operations, duties and tariffs. The IGBC, in 
partnership with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, 
developed a voluntary Green SEZ rating system to facilitate 
the creation of environmentally-friendly SEZs.29 

Spotlight: GreenSpaces

GreenSpaces is a 1.75 million square feet LEED certified 
platinum Green Building and government-approved seZ It 
Park, located in Faridabad near New Delhi. It is India’s first 
leed platinum seZ and was granted this status as a live 
demonstration of the feasibility of building green in the Indian 
context.30

n Looking ahead: Further incentives can reward SEZs for 
energy efficient design, such as making green certification a 
prerequisite.

Financial Incentives

While policy incentives from urban local Bodies (ulBs) or 
the central government are one part of the story, financial 
institutions also offer incentives to encourage energy efficient 
construction in India. some of the key groups supporting energy 
efficiency in the financial sector are banking groups such as 
Bank of Baroda, ICICI, Industrial development Bank of India and 
State Bank of India. These banks offer project financing to carry 
out audits, upgrades or retrofits to corporations or ESCOs. Larger 
groups like the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the 
Asian Development Bank provide financing to smaller banks or 
financial institutions to further fund energy efficiency upgrades. 
Details on the financial incentives being provided not only in 
India but internationally can be found in the asCI -nRdC report, 
Constructing Change: Accelerating Energy Efficiency in India’s 
Buildings Market.31

otheR hIGhlIGhted InCentIveS
The country offers a variety of other incentives as well at  
the municipal, state and national levels.

State-level Incentives and Codes: 
n  Haryana: The Department of Renewable Energy bears  

50 percent of energy audit costs and grants monetary 
awards for excellence in energy conservation.

n  Punjab: The Punjab Energy Development Agency and 
the Indian Institute of Architects collaborated on a 
draft adaptation of the ECBC that would apply to large 
residential buildings.

n  Uttarakhand: A draft ECBC has been submitted for 
notification.

n  Maharashtra: Expedited environmental approvals  
are provided for green-certified buildings.32

n  Andhra Pradesh: Adopting the ECBC as mandatory  
in 2014 with innovative compliance mechanisms. 

City-level Incentives and Codes:
n  Noida: Developer-friendly policy allows green-certified 

buildings to be taller and thus more valuable. 

n  Ahmedabad: Developing a scheme that would allow  
city to implement parts of the ECBC now while building 
capacity to manage further implementation. 

n  Hyderabad: Architects can receive monetary incentives  
for designing GRIHA-rated buildings.33

n  Pune: Allows buildings with solar or wind power to be taller 
and thus more valuable, providing a significant incentive 
to developers.

 On the central government level, the Ministry of 
Environment and Forests (MOEF) gives priority for obtaining 
environmental clearance to buildings meeting the criteria of 
rating programs, including GRIHA and LEED India.34 
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PoweRFul PotentIAl eneRGy SAvInGS thRouGh 
IndIA’S AdoPtIon oF StRonG BuIldInG CodeS 
And RAtInGS PRoGRAmS
According to new analysis by NRDC and ASCI, stronger 
building efficiency codes and ratings programs such as 
LEED and GRIHA in India’s commercial buildings would 
create enormous energy and cost savings by 2030. If states 
across India adopted the ECBC and developers participated 
in strong programs for rating commercial buildings, an 
estimated 3,453 TWh of cumulative electricity could be 
saved by 2030, the equivalent of powering as many as 358 
million Indian homes annually between 2014 and 2030 
based on the current annual consumption level for electrified 
households.35  Additionally, 1,184 million tons of CO2 
emissions could be avoided by 2030, equivalent to the annual 
emissions from more than 17 coal-fired power plants (500 
megawatts each) over the same period of time.36

As these huge potential savings demonstrate, widespread 
adoption of the ECBC in Indian states and greater 
participation in ratings programs could provide powerful 
energy savings as demand rises, while fighting climate 
change.

ConCluSIon
Building efficiency is crucial to India’s sustainable growth 
in the near future. While some developers will be able to 
self-finance efficiency projects and enjoy their savings 
right away, incentives can greatly help the broader market 
move toward higher adoption of efficiency measures at 
this critical juncture in the expansion of Indian cities. State 
governments can play a key role in not only motivating more 
green buildings, but also in promoting post-construction 
monitoring and verification to ensure buildings are locking  
in energy savings. 

L

Figure 1. energy efficiency Advances Across India’s Cities and States

GujARAt: ahmedabad plans to 
implement parts of eCBC now while 
creating building capacity to manage 
further implementation.

PunjAB: punjab energy development agency 
and Indian Institute of architects collaborated 
on draft adaptation of eCBC that would apply 
to large residential buildings.

noIdA: developer-friendly policy 
allows green certified buildings to 
be taller and thus more valuable.

uttARAkhAnd: draft eCBC has 
been submitted for notification.

hARyAnA: department of Renewable 
energy bears 50 percent of energy audit 
costs and grants monetary awards 
for excellence in energy conservation. 
Faridabad’s Greenspaces seZ is India’s 
first LEED© Platinum IT park.

AndhRA PRAdeSh: adopting the 
eCBC as mandatory in 2014 with 
innovative compliance mechanisms.

mAhARAShtRA: energy 
Efficiency Financing Program 
provides credit guarantees for 
50 percent of the cost of an 
energy efficiency project. 

Pune: allows buildings with solar 
or wind power to be taller and thus 
more valuable, providing a significant 
incentive to developers.
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